Travel the National Road and you will experience a piece of America’s past. The 90-mile route cuts through the southwest corner of Pennsylvania and gives travelers a glimpse of the revolutionary events that took place along its corridor. Stop by a historic tollhouse to learn about travel in the mid-1800s, discover key French & Indian War events at Fort Ligonier, and see the route’s many stops, interesting works of art and historic places that dot its roadside. Enjoy the “Main Street Across America” that delivers quaint small towns, shopping, entertainment, dining and more. Your first stop on Route 30 should be the Lincoln Highway Experience, a museum of the historic road that tells the cross-country transportation story, shares exhibits with cool artifacts, highlights the tiny “Roadside Giants,” meals and more. The stops along this highway are neat, but in this case the route itself is the ultimate destination. Enjoy the ride!

A trip along the 60-mile Laurel Highlands Scenic Byway in southwestern Pennsylvania is exactly that…scenic. From rolling hillsides to rushing waterfalls, picturesque farmlands to architectural wonders, the Laurel Highlands Scenic Byway has it all. Home to some of the best hiking and recreation trails in the nation, your time along this byway will be unforgettable. Pull the car over and get a closer look at the charming town of Ligonier, Perplex Peak over the great waterfalls at Ohiopyle State Park and enjoy a hike or leisurely stroll. Make a check on your bucket list by stopping at one of the most well-known attractions in the world – Fallingwater®. Frank Lloyd Wright’s architectural masterpiece over a waterfall. The beauty of nature makes this route a must year-round.

For more information, travel ideas & overnight accommodations visit: laurelhills.org | 800.333.5661
Pennsylvania’s Laurel Highlands
120 East Main Street | Ligonier, PA 15658
724.238.5661